Welcome to the WORCS Contingency Agreement (WC)
WC is an agreement between WORCS and Pro, Pro 2, and Pro 2 lights MC riders; this agreement will make the rider(s) a more active
part of the series. The desire is to promote and encourage others to attend and be a part of the WORCS program. Riders who agree to
WC will be eligible for the $10,000 purse per round with $1,000 going to Pro 2 and $1,000 to Pro 2 lights. The Pro riders who do not
take part in the WC program will only be eligible for the traditional $5,000 pro purse. The Pro 2 and Pro 2 lights riders who do no take
part of WC will not be eligible for any purse money offered. The following items are what are required to be a part of the WC
program:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Each Pro, Pro 2 and Pro 2 lights rider will sign a new WC agreement at the start of each race season.
Rider is required to make no less than two (2) social media posts (i.e. Instagram or Facebook) to their individual accounts
(not team or manufacturer accounts) prior to the event. The posts will be highly monitored and if a check is earned, it will not
be given to the rider until the posts have been verified by a WORCS official.
The first two (2) posts are to occur during the week leading up to the race. The first post must be made the Sunday-Thursday
BEFORE the event. The second post can occur the Sunday-Friday BEFORE the event. This gives rider(s) the opportunity to
post pictures or videos from Friday practice if they choose to.
The posts must include the name, location of the event, the days the rider will be participating in the event, and the key words
provided by WORCS.
Rider will tag WORCS in each post in accordance to social media platform used.
Each rider must race with official WORCS number plates per official WORCS rule book: the correct color and background
for appropriate class and must have worcsracing.com and other required graphics placed on the front number plate.
Lastly, each rider is required to make a final post the week after a WORCS event. The post should be a recap of how their
weekend went, how they finished, how they liked the course, use of WORCS key words etc. Once that post is verified the
additional contingency money earned will be mailed to racer in a check form. It is the rider’s responsibility to make sure that
WORCS has the correct mailing address on file.

The following will include all items that will cause a rider to be ineligible for the WC program or if already in agreement with WC
will lead to termination from the WC program.
1.
2.
3.

Failure to sign a current or new WC agreement will be cause for termination and ineligibility for expanded contingency
until a new agreement is signed.
Failure to complete all the WC requirements listed above.
Any unsportsmanlike conduct during the event including but not limited to the following:
a. If a racer is assessed a penalty during the race, racer will forfeit $10,000 purse and will only receive standard
$5,000 if racer finishes in a payout position.
b. Violates any rule found in the current WORCS rule book.
c. Any negative comments, or posts on social media about WORCS or fellow competitor.

I ____________________________________________________ (participant’s name, please print clearly) hereby agree to the
WORCS Ambassador Program (WC). I have read the agreement, and fully understand what is required to participate in this program. I
also agree that Podium Promotions LLC the operating body of WORCS has the right to disqualify me from the WC program at any
time for any reason. I understand that if I am disqualified from the program I will forfeit any monies that would be potentially earned
in the WC program. I agree that if I am disqualified from WC I will uphold sportsmanship like conduct on and off the track including
all social media accounts. I understand that failure to do this may result in my removal from participating in WC, the event or entire
series.

______________________________________________________
Participant’s Signature

Date

______________________________________________________
Address (where contingency check will be mailed)
_____________________________________________________
Podium Promotions LLC Employee

Date

Pro, Pro 2 and Pro 2 Lights Payout Break Down
Pro MC in WC

Pro MC NOT in WC

1st $2000

1st $1500

2nd $1500

2nd $1200

3rd $1200

3rd $1000

4th $800

4th $600

5th $700

5th $400

6th $600

6th $200

7th $500

7th $100

8th $400
9th $200
10th $100

Pro 2 in WC

Pro 2 Lights in WC

1st $500

1st $500

2nd $300

2nd $300

3rd $200

3rd $200

